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Abstract 

A novel abstract interpretation framework is introduced, which captures the 
Prolog depth-first ltrategy and the cut operation. The Cr&mework is based on a 

new ~onceptual idea, the notion of substitution sequences, and the traditional 
fucpomt approach to abstract interpretation. It broadens the clue of analyses 

that are amenable in practice to abst rac t interpretation and relines the precision 
of existing analyaes1 . 

1 Intr od uction 

Ab_stract interp~etation has been shown to be a valuable tool to realize high-performan
ce Implementations of Prolog [18, 19]. Yet, traditional abstract interpretation frame

works (e.g. (3, 13, 14]) usually ignore many features of Prolog, such as the depth-first 

search s_trategy and the cut operation. Also, although these frameworks are very valu
able - Slllce they allow to perform accurately many useful practical analyses such as 

types, modes, an~ sharing- their lim itations become more evident, as the technology 
matures. In parbcular, they lead to the following two inconvenient&. 

1. !he precision. of the an~l~sis is inher~n~ly li~ited for some classes of programs. A 
typ1~al example 1s the defirutton of multt-directtonal procedures, using cuts and meta
predicates to select among sev~ral versions. Ignoring the depth-first search strategy 

a~d t~e cut prevents the compiler from performing various important compiler opti
m1zat1ons such as dead-code elimination [2]. 

•Partly aupported by tbe Office of Naval Retearch unda gT&nl N00014-91-J-4052 ARPA order 

8225 and the_National Science Foundat.ion under grant numbers CCR-9357704 &nd a NSF National 
You.ng lnveshga t or Award. 

1 
Only P_e-ri• of the theoretical re~ulta are preaented here. The reader j 1 referTcd to the technical 

report vera•on [11) for a compreheruuve coverage &nd a.n a ccusale dj1 cuulon on rclaL~d worlto. 
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2. The existing frameworks are not expressive enough to capture certain analyses in 

Lheir entirety. A typical example is determinacy analysis, where existing approaches 

l"iLher resort to special purpose proofs (e.g. (16]) or their frameworks ignore certain 
Mpects of the analysis, e.g. the cut and/or how to obtain the determinacy informa.

Uon from input/output patterns (e.g. [7, 6]). 

This paper proposes a step in overcoming these limitations. A novel abstract in

Lcrpretation framework is introduced, which captures the depth-first seach strategy 
rwd the cut operation (only dynamic predicates such u usert/retract are ignored). 

' l'he key conceptual idea underlying the framework is the notion of substitution se
quences which models the successive answer substitutions of a Prolog goal. This 

notion enables the framework to deduce and reason about information not available 

In most frameworks, auch as sure success and failure , the number of solutions, and/or 
termination, broadening the class of applications amenable to abstract interpretation 

nnd improving the accuracy of exist ing analyses. 
The main technical contribution of this paper is to show how to apply the tra

tlllional fi.xpoint approach (5] to the conceptual idea. A main difficulty lies in the 

ruct that the abstract semantics cannot simply be defined as the least fixpoint of 

Lhe abstract transformation obtained from the collecting semantics, since the least 
llxpoint of the t ransformation obtained by "lifting" the concrete semantics to sets of 

nubstitution sequences is not a consistent approximation of the concrete semantics. 
The notion of pre-consistent postfixpoint is int roduced to remedy this problem. The 

practical consequences of this formalization are discussed and in dude the need for so

called upper-closed abstract domains and a special form of widening in the abstract 

inLerpretation algorithm. 
The framework is motivated by computational considerations and its practicability 

nnd simplicity have been demonstatred on a cardinality analysis described in [2]. The 

rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates the paper through 
extremely simple examples and gives an overview of the framework. Section 3 is an 

in formal presentation of the main technical difficulties on a single example as well 

o.11 the adopted solutions. Section 4 sketches the concrete semantics. Section 5 and 
6 contain respectively the specification of the abstract operations and the abstract 

t~ernantics. Section 7 discusses the abstract interpretation algorithm. 

2 Overview of the Framework 

LeL us first illustrate two simple examples which are not handled well by existing 
1\bstract interpretation frameworks . Consider the program: 

p(a). p(z): -q(z). q(b). q(c). 

Suppose that we are interested in determinacy analysis of p/1 called with a ground 

argument. Examinations of the clauses in isolation will not determine the determi

nacy of the goal. This was recognized in several places (e.g. [7, 6]) which proposes 

to use input/output patt erns to remedy the problem. However, these works focus 

on determining the patterns and cannot integrate all aspects of t he analysis in a sin

gle abstract interpretation framework. As a consequence, they need special-purpose 
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proofs for the final part of the analysis losing the simplicity of the abstract inter
pretation framework. Our framework handles a ll aspects of the analysis in a single 
framework. Moreover these works do not take control (depth-first search and the cut) 
into account reducing the precision of the analysis. In fact, consider the extension of 
the previous program: 

r(z): -p(z),!. r(d). 

and assume that r/1 is called with a variable. Abstract interpretation frameworks 
ignoring the search rule and the cut operation, when instantiated with a type domain 
(e.g. (8, 4]), would conclude that the goal has an answer from {a, b, c, d}. Using our 
framework, it is possible to design an analysis concluding that r/1 only produces the 
element a. We now describe informally t he basic ideas on how to obtain such a.n 
analy&is. 

Concrete Semantics The starting point of our approach is a concrete seman
tics which associates with a program P a total function from the set of pairs {9, p), 
where 8 is a substitution and p is a n-ary predicate symbol, to the set of substitu
tion sequences S, as follows. The sequence S corresponding to a pair (9, p}, noted 
(8, p) 1----+ S, models the sequence of computed answer subst itutions (e.g. (12)) pro
duced by the execution of p(z 1 , ••• , Zn)9. The sequence Scan have different shapes. 
If the execution terminates (producing m computed answer substitutions), S is a 
finite sequence < 91, ..• , Bm >. If the execution produces m computed answer sub
stitutions and then enters into an infinite loop, then S is an incomplete sequence 
< 81, ···•8m,.L >,where .L models non termination [1]. Finally, if the execution 
produces an infinite number of computed answer substitutions, then S is an infinite 
sequence< 81 , ••• , 9, , ... > (i EN). We note SUBST(S) the set. of substitutions in 
s. 

Abstract Semantics The abstract semantics works with description of sequences 
called abstract sequences. It associates with a program a total function which, 
given a pair (/3,p) (where f3 is an abstract substitution), returns an abstract se-
quence B, whose informal semantics can be described as follows: "The execution of 
p(z 1, • •• , zn )8 with 8 satisfying the property /3 produces a subst itution sequence S 
sat isfying the property described by B." 
It is important to realize that abstract domains for sequences need not be much more 
complicated than traditional abstract domains. We illustrate this with two examples. 

Abstract Domain 1: An abstract sequence B is of the form (/3, m, M , t) where /3 
is an abstract substitution, m EN, M E N U{oo}, t E {6nt ,1t, pt}. B describes 
the set of substitution 'sequences S such that. any substitution 8 in S is described 
by /3 and the number of elements of S, excluding .L, is not smaller than m and not 
greater than M. Additionally, the sequences S are all finite if t = d, they are all 
incomplete or infinite if t = .mt, they can have any form if t = pt (!nt means "sure 
non termination", It means "sure termination" and pt stands for "possible termi
nation"). Using this abstract domain on our first program, the abstract semantics 
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defines {p( {a, b, c} ), 0, 1, 1t)} as the result of a query p(grountl). Note that the domain 
l11 not too complex computationally. 

A Lstract Domain 2: The first abstract domain does not achieve maximal precision 
nn the second program when considering the query r (variable). It produces the result 
(r({a, b,c}),0,1,d)). A more precise domain consists of abst ract sequences B ofthe 
rurm (< /31 , ... ,/3m >, /3, m, M, t), where m, Mandt are given the same meaning as 
n.bove. Each S described by B must be of the form < 81 , •. . 1 8m >:: S' where for all 
I c { 1, ... , m }, e, is described by A and each substitution in S' is described by /3 ( 
:: denotes the usual concatenation operation on sequences). Using this domain, the 
"bstract semantics defines{< p({a}),p({b}),p({c}) >,p({}),3,3, .t)} as the result or p ( varia.ble) and ( < r ( {a}) >, r ( {}) , 1, 1, d)} as the result of r ( varia.ble ). The new 
flomain is likely to be computationally reasonable, since there are few situations when 
n. large number of abstract substitutions will be maintained. 

Abstract Interpretation Algorithm The last step of the analysis is the compu
tation of the abstract semantics with extensions of existing algorithms such as GAIA 
11 OJ and PLAI [15}. 

3 Technical Difficulties and Adopted Solutions 
'l'he foundation of this work is the fixpoint approach to abstract interpretation (5]. 
Starting from a concrete semantics, we t ry to define a collecting semantics, an abst ract 
tlemantics approximating the collecting semantics, and an algorithm to compute part 
of Lhe abstract semantics. Applying this approach to the above informal ideas leads to 
•orne novel theoretical and practical problems. The main problem is that t he abst ract 
11cmantics can no longer be defined as the least fi.xpoint of the basic t ransformation 
oblained by "lifting" the concrete semantics to seta of substitution sequences. In this 
11ection, we illustrate these problems and their proposed solutions. 

Concrete Semantics Consider the following program 

:r.peat. repeat : - repeat. 

'T'he concrete semantics of this program maps the input < £ 1 repeat >, where c is 
the empty substitution, to the infinite sequence S =< c, ... 1 c, ... >. This comes 
rrom the fact that the result s is described as the least fi.xpoint of a transformation 
r 1 : PSS -o PSS (where PSS denotes the set of substit ut ion sequences): 

r1S =< c >:: S . 

Operationally, this expresses the fact t hat the first clause succeeds producing the 
result c; whereas the second clause succeeds exactly as many times as the recursive 
call, producing the same sequence of results. PSS can be endowed with the following 
ordering: S 1 r; Sa iff either S1 = Sa or there exist S, S' E PSS such that S1 = S ::< 
.L > and Sa = S :: S ' . PSS is then a pointed cpo with minimal element < .L >. 
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r 1 is continuous and bas a least fixpoint which is computed as follows: So =< .L >, 

S;+l =< c >:: S; =< c, ... ,c,.L >(with i occurrences of c), and lfp(r1 ) = U~0S; 
=< c, ... , c, ... > as expected. 

Collecting Semantics The technical problems arise when we "lift" the semantics 

to sets of substitution sequences. The "collecting" semantics associates with the 

program the transformation r2 : p(PSS)- p(PSS) defined by 

p(PSS) is a complete lattice for set inclusion and r 2 is monotonic. However, lfp(r:~) 

is not a consistent approximation of lfp(r1 ). (i.e. lfp(r1 } ~ lfp(r2 )), since lfp(r:~) is 

the empty set. Note however that r 2 is consistent with respect to Tt in the following 

sense: for all S E PSS and for all E E p(PSS), SEE implies rt(S) E r:~(E). 
The fust cause of inconsistency of lfp(r2 ) is that So, the first iterate in the Kleene 

sequence for lfp( r 1 ), obviously does not belong to the first iterate of the KJeene se

quence for lfp(r2 ) (which is empty). _In order to get a consistent approximation of 
lfp(r1 ), we may attempt to build another sequence of sets of substitution sequences 

as follows: 

Eo= { < .l > }, E;+l = r2E; = { < c, ... , c,.L >} (i ~ 0). 

The problem is that this sequence is not increasing with respect to inclusion. 
This new problem could possibly be solved by using another ordering on (some 

subset of) p(PSS). This ordering should in a way combine the ordering on PSS 

and inclusion in p(PSS). The traditional solution to this problem in denotational 
semantics consists in using a power domain construction (e.g. [17}). Although this 

solution is elegant theoretically, it is somewhat heavy for an abstract interpretation 

framework which should lead to efficient implementations. We adopted a solution 
which is less natural from a denotatiooal standpoint but leads to effective analyses as 

demonstrated in the work (2]. The solution is best presented in three steps. 
First, r2 is replaced by a transformation r3 : 

r3 is ezten8ive (i.e. E s; raE for all E) . In addition, the sequence defined by Eo = { < 
.L >} and :E;+l = T3E; is increasing and its limit. is the set: 

00 

Eoo = U E; = { < .L >, < £ 1 .l >, •. • 1 < £ 1 ... 1 £ 1 .L >, ... }. 
i : O 

!:00 contains the entire i<leene sequence for lfp( T1) but still not lfp( r1) itself. 
The second step is thus to complete the sets of substitution sequences containing 

increasing chains of sequences (with respect to !;) with their limits. Sets of substi
tution sequences so completed are called upper-clo&ed and we denote by CSS the set 

of such upper-closed sets. T2 and 'T"3 can be redefined over CSS. The upper bound 

operation U in CSS is no longer U: it adds to the union the limit of every chain in 
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the union. Applying the new construction to T3 leads to the result Eoo = U~o Et 
which contains all non finite sequences of empty substitutions. 

The last step of our construction consists in refining this correct but imprecise 
result. Instead of starting the iteration with T31 T2 is used during an arbitrary number 

of steps before switching to r3 • Since each iterate for -r2 contains the corresponding 

Iterate for r 1 , switching to r3 after i ateps guarantees that the set Eoo contains all 
Iterates from the i-th and also the limit, since sets are upper-dosed. In the above 

example, we deduce that repeat produces at least i results. 

Abstract Computation The construction can be adapted to the abstract seman

tics by using consistent abstractions of r2 and 'li· However, if the abstract domain is 
11ol noetherian, a widening operation must. be used instead of the upper bound oper

Ation to ensure the finiteness of the analysis. Let us consider this last case. Consider 
an abstract domain of abst ract substitution sequences, ASS, with a concretization 

function Cc : ASS ....... CSS and with a.n element Bo such that < .1. >E Cc(Bo). 

Consider also an abstract version r 4 of 7"2 1 i.e. 

'VS E PSS 'VB E ASS: S E Cc(B} ~ r1S E Cc(r4B). 

The computation in the abstract domain iterates T4 for j steps: 

Then, unle86 a fizpoint hlU already been reached, the computations "jumps" to a value 

Dw such that B; ~ B,., and T4Bw ~ B,., (i.e., Bw is a poslfixpoint of Tot)· 
The process is sound for the following reason. Let S; be the iterates to lfp( Tl)· 

Since So = (..L) E Cc(Bo} and r 4 is consistent, S; E Cc(B;) by induction. Since 

D; ~ Bw and Bw is a postfixpoint, S~~: E Cc( Bw) for all k ~ j. In fact if for 

some k, s, E Cc(B,.,) then s,+l E Cc(r4 B,.,), by consistency of T4 1 and hence, 
sl+l E Cc(Bw) by T .. B,., ~ Bw and monotonicity of Cc. Finally, since Cc(B ... ) is 

upper-closed, lfp(rl) E Cc(Bw)· 
To illustrate the process on a concrete example, consider the first abstract d<>

main, dropping the abstract substitution part since it is useless. T4 is defined by 

r4 (m, M, t) = (m + 1, M + 1, t) and Bo = (0, 0, 6nt) . The first iterations give 

13, = (j, j, mt) . To get a postfixpoint, the second j is replaced by oo to obtain 

Bw = (j, oo, 3nt), since r4 B,., = (j + 1, oo, snt) ~ B,., . Bw is a consistent approx
Imation of lfp(r1 ) and expresses that at least j substitutions are generated and that 

Lhe procedure surely loops. We do not know however if it loops after giving a finite 
number of substitutions or if it produces an infinite number of substitutions. 

Theoretical and Practical Implications The above construct implies that the 

1\bstract semantics can no longer be defined as the least fix point of the abstract tran.&

formation obtained by abstracting the collecting se~aotics. The abstract semantics 

Is defined as certain postfixpoints of the abstract transformation (see the definition 

or pre-consistent set of abstract tuples later on). 
I.n practice, the construct imposes two requirements on the abstract domain. First, 

It is necessary to make sure that the concretization function only returns upper-closed 
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sets. This requirement, which is satisfied by our two abstract domains, does not seem 

to be too restrictive in practice. Second, the designer needs to decide when to apply 

the widening operation. This is of course domain-dependent. 

4 Concrete Semantics 

Space restrictions forbid us to include the concrete semantics in the paper. Since it 

is not essential for the comprehension of the abstract semantics, in this section we 

simply sketch it. The concrete semantics is a fucpoint semantics defined on normalized 

programs {3) such that clause h(a.ds are of the form p(z,,. ... , z,,.) and bodies contain 

atoms of the form p( z,,. .. . , za,. ), :z:, = z;, :z:,, = f( :z:,., ... , z,,. ), and !. To simplify 

the traditional problems with renaming, we use two sets of variables and substitutions 

{10]. (Program) substitutions (denoted by 8) are of the form {zt/tt, ... 1 :Z:n/tn}1 where 

the t, are terms and the :c, are (so-called) program variables (or parameters). We as-

sume another infinite (disjoint) set of (so-called) 1t1mdard variables. The it's may 

only contain standard variables. By definition, dom(8) = {zt1 • • • , zn} and codom(8) 

is the set of variables in the t, 'a. We also use .tandard substitutions which are substi

tutions in the usual sense containing only standard variables. They are denoted by 

u possibly subscripted. mgu's are standard substitutions. The composition 8u of a 

program substitution with a standard substitution is defined in a non standard way 

by 8u = { zt/t1u, ... , zn/tnu }. We note PS the set of program substitutions. 

The concrete semantics uses objects of the form (8,p}, (8, pr), (8, c), and (8, g), 

where p , pr, c and g are respectively a predicate name, a procedure, a clause, and 

the body or a prefix of the body of a clause. It also uses substitution sequences and 

objects of the form {S, cf), where Sis a substitution sequence and cf E {cut, nocut} 

(we denote CSSC the set of such elements). Objects of the form (8,p) and (8,pr} 

(where pr is the procedure defining p) are mapped to the substitution sequence which 

models the sequence of answer substitutions for p(z1, ... , zn)9. Objects of the form 

(9, c) and (8, g) are mapped to objects of the form (S, cf}, where cfindicates whether 

the execution of the clause c or of the goal g has been cut. Assuming an underlying 

program P, we note by (9,p} ~ S the fact that the concrete semantics of P maps 

(8,p) to S. 

5 Abstract Operations 

We assume the exist ence of three cpos: AS, ASS and ASSC. Elements of AS are 

called abstract substitutions and denoted by {3. Elements of ASS are called abstract 

sequences and denoted by B. Elements of ASSC are called abstract sequences with 

cut information and denoted by C. The meaning of these abstract objects is given 

through monotonic concretization functions: Cc: AS-+ CS, Cc: ASS -+ CSS and 

Cc : ASSC-+ CSSC. CS = p(PS), CSS is the set of sets of substitution sequences 

which are upper-closed. esse is similarly defined but increasing chains only con

tain substitution sequences with identical cut information. cs, css and esse are 

ordered by incltaion. Each object o in AS, ASS and ASSC has a domain, dom(o), 

which is the common domain of all program substitutions in its concretization. 
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ln this section we motivate and specify by a consistency condition each abstract 

operation. Many of these operat ions are identical or simple generalizations of oper-

1\Lions described in (9, lOJ, which were themselves inspired by [3). Other are simple 

"conversion" operations between the three different domains described above. The 

newer operations are GONG, AI-CUT, EXTGS and they are explained in detail since 

Lhey contain the main originality of our framework. Reference {2) proposes &n imple

lllentation of all operations on a particular abstract domain. The abstract operations 

nre the following. 

Concatenation of Abstract Sequences: CONC({J,C ,B}=B'. Let pr be a proce

dure of the form c1, .. . , en (n ~ 1). A •uffiz of pr is any sequence of clauses ca, ... , en 
(1 5 i 5 n). Operation GONG is used to "concatenate" (at the abstract level) the 

result C of a clause Ci with an abstract sequence B resul ting from "concatenating" 

the results of Ci+t , •• • , Cn (1 5 i < n). It is assumed that all results are produced for 

Lbe same abstract input substitution {3. {3 is added as an extra parameter in order to 

improve t he accuracy of the operation. 

In order to express the consistency copditions for the operation GONG, "concate

nation" of concrete sequences needs to be defined first. Consider two sequences S1 

1\nd s~ without cut information. St stands for the result of Ci and s~ stands for the 

(combined) result of Ci+l• •.. , Cn· If e.xecution of Ci terminates, then suffix Ci+1 1 ••• , Cn 

in executed. Otherwise Ci+l• ... , en is not executed. Therefore, the combined result, 

St os~. of Ci, ••. I Cn is defined by 

s1 os~ = s1 :: s2 
s1 

if sl is finite (i.e. neither incomplete nor infinite), 

otherwise. 

The definition can be extended to sequences with cut information. If no cut is 

executed by comput ing Ci (because there are no cuts or t he execution of Ci fails or 

loops before reaching a cut), then the previous reasoning applies. Otherwise, suffix 

Ci+l• • •• , Cn is not executed. In the first case, the result of c, is (S1 , nocut), while, 

in the second case, the result is (S11 cut). So, the combined result (S1 , cf}DS2 of 

Ci, ••• , Cn is defined by 

(S1, cf}DS2 = S1DS2 
s1 

if cf = nocut, 
if cf= cut. 

Operation GONG performs the concatenation of abstract sequences, i.e. of descrip

tions of sets of sequences, and is defined as follows (recall that CONC({3,C,B)=B')~: 

8 E Cc({3), } 
(S1, cf) E Cc( C), 
S2 E Cc(B), 
V8' E SUBST(S1 ) u SUBST(S2) : tJI 5 9 

Since {3 represents many different input substitutions, C and B may contain irv 

compatible substitution sequences, i.e. sequences containing substitutions which are 

'In order to enhance readability of the apecilica tjona, it io a11umed that all free oymbola an: 

lmplicitely uruversally qua.ntilied and range over a dom.ain which io "obvioua" from the context. 
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not all instances of the same input substitution. Concatenations of incompatible sub

stitution sequences are removed by the last condition, since they do not correspond 

to' any actual execution. (8' ~ 8 means that 8' is more instantiated than 8.) 

Abstract Unification of two program variables: AI- VARS(JJ) = B'. This op

eration unifies variables :z:1 and :z::~ called with input abstract substitution {3. It is 

similar to operation AI- VAR of (9, 10) but returns an abstract seque.nce instead of an 

abstract substitution. Clearly, Cc(B') should only contain finite sequences of length 

0 or 1. Let Smgu = mgu(:c18, z:~8) . 

8 E Gc(/3), } ~ < 8u >E Cc(B')· 
u E Smgu 1 

8 E Gc(/3), } => <>E Cc(B'). 
0 = Smgu 

Abstract Unification of 8 variable and 8 functor: AI-FUNCS(/3, f) = B'. This 

operation is similar to the previous one: it unifies the variable :c1 with f(:c:~, ... , :en) 

called with input {3. Let Smgu = mgu(:z:18, /(z:~, ... , Zn)B). 

8 E Cc(/3), } ~ < 8u >E Cc(B') · 
u E Smgu ' 

8 E Cc(/3), } ~ <>E Cc(B'). 
0 = Smgu 

Abstract Treatment of the C ut: Al-CUT(C) = C'. Let g be the sequence of 

literals before a cut (!) in a goal. Execution of g for a given input substitution 8 

either fails or loops without producing any result, or produces one or more results 

before terminating, looping or producing results for ever. Execution of the goal g,! 

also fails or loops without producing results in the first case but, in the second case, it 

produces exactly one result (the first result of g) and then stops. At the abstract level, 

C represents a set of substitution sequences produced by g, while C' represents the 

corresponding set of substitution sequences produced by g,!. Clearly the sequences 

in Cc( C') should be obtained by "cutting" the sequences in Cc( C) after their first 

element if they have one. Hence, the following specification: 

(<>, cf) E Cc(C) ~ (<>, cf) E Cc(C'); 

(< .l >, cf) E Cc(C) => (< l_ >, cf) E Cc(C'); 

(< 8 >:: S, cf) E Cc(C) => (< 8 >,cut) E Cc(C'). 

We now t urn to the projection and extension operations. The first and the third are 

the same as in our previous papers (9, 10}. The second one is a simple generalization 

of an existing one to sequences. The fourth one is a more complex generalization and 

we explain it in detail. 

Extens ion at C lause entry: EXTC(c,/3) = {3' . This operation extends the input 

{3 on variables {:z:lt .•. , zp} ofthe bead of the clause c to all variables {:z:11 ... , zm} (m ~ 

n) in c. 

8 E Cc(/3), } 
Y1o ... 1 Ym-n are distinct { I 8 I 8 I I } ({3') 
t d d · bl ~ Z1 Z1 1 • • • 1 Zn Zn , Zn+l Yl o · · •, :Z:m Ym-n E Cc . 

s an ar vana es, 

Ylo • • ·, Ym-n fi codom( 8) 
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ll •1drictioo at Clause Exit: RESTRC(c,C) = C'. Consider the same notations 

1111 nhove and assume that the execution of the body of c, for the input /3' , produces 

I h11 nbstract sequence with cut information C. Operation RESTRC simply restricts 

(' on all variables in c to the variables {:c1, .. . , Zn} in the bead. 

(< 8t, ... ,8,, ... >,c/) E Cc(C) ~ (<9tiD•·· ·•8iiD• · .. >,cf) E Cc(C'). 

ll••atriction before 8 Call: RESTRG(l,/3) = {3'. Let l be a literal p(:c,,, ... , :c;.) 

(nt a~,, = :c;, (n = 2) or :c;, = f (z,., ... ,:c,,. )) (or any other built-in using variables 

1, , .. . , z; .. ). This operation express the input {3 for lin terma of its formal parameters 

{cnh · · ., :z:n}• 

8 E Cc(/3) ~ {zt l z,,8, ... , zni Zi,.8} E Cc(JJ'). 

II])( l,ension of the Result of a Call: EXTGS(l, C, B) = C' This operation is 

tn~her complex and we first motivate it through the correspondence between the 

t uncrete and abstract execut ions. We assume the same notations as for RESTRG, 

LhnL l occurs in the body of a clause c and that g is the sequence of literals before l 

lu !.he body. 
[ n the concrete semantics, execution of g for an input substitution 8 produce• a 

•rquence (with cut information) (S, cf). Then lis executed for each substitution 8; 

•rf S, producing a new sequence S; for each 8,. The "result" of g, lis the sequence 

H1o ... o s , .... 
At the abstract level, C stands for a set of possible (S, cf)'a while B stands for (a 

111pcrset of) all corresponding S; 's. Because of the abstraction, the mapping between 

rnch Sand its corresponding s , •s is lost as well as the ordering of the S;'s. Operation 

I~XTGS has to reestablish this mapping as best as possible by a kind of backward 

11 n i fication. 
Note that, in the above (concrete) concatenation, there can be infinitely many 

s,•s and the definition of 0 must be extended a.a follows: o~=lsl =<>; ·o~~11Sl = 

(1JA,=1S1)DS;+1 (i ~ 0); Df: 1S1 = Uf:0 ((Dl: 1S1) 0 < .1 >). 
It can be verified that this definition fits the intuition in all cases. For instance, if one 

of tbe S; is incomplete or infin.ite, subsequent sequences are ignored. Df=1 <>=< 
I > which expresses that t he computation of an infinite number of sequences (albeit 

All empty) never terminates. 
More technically, the result B of the execution of 1 called with C ia obtained by 

I) extracting the substitution part {3 of C (the sequence structure ia forgotten), 2) 
11pplying RESTRG to {3 obtaining {3' 1 3) executing l with input {3' . Therefore, B is 

nn abstract sequence on {:c1, ... ,zn} and we have to ree.xpress it on {:c;,, ... , zt .. } 

whi le combining it with G. The precise specification is as follows. NELEM(S) st ands 

for the number of elements in S . NELEM(S) = NSUBST(S) + 1 if Sis incomplete; 

otherwise, NELEM(S) = NSUBST(S). 



(S, c/) E Cc(C), 
(VA: : 1 ~ A: ~ NSUBST(S): 
81r. is the A:-th substitution of S, 
8~ = {:~:l/Z; 18t, . .. ,zn/z;,.8Jr.}, 
S~ E Cc(B), 
s~ =< ~O"Jr., lo· · ··B"'lul,jo ·· · >, 
S• =< 8~r.ul,1 1 ••• , 8tCTt,j1 • •• >) 

In order to prevent introduction of undesired variable sharing in the result, we can also 
specify that no substitution O"Jr.,J int roducea "new" variables already in codom(8t) but 
not in codom(8~). Formally: dom(u~r.,;) ~ codom(8D and (codom(8t)\codom(81)) n 
codom(u~r.,;) = 0 VA:,j. 

Finally, we need three less important conversion operations. 

SEQ( C) = B'. This operation forgets the cut information in C. It is applied to the 
result of the last clause of a procedure before combining this with the result of the 
other clauses. 

{S , cf) E Cc(C) ~ S E Cc(B' ). 

S UBST( C) = {3'. This operation forgets still more information. It extracts the 
"abstract substitution part" of C. It is applied before executing a literal in a clause. 
See operation EXTGS. 

(S, cf) E Cc(C), } 8 C ({3') 
8 is an element of S ~ E c · 

EXT-NOCUT({3) = C' . The empty prefix of the body of a clause produces a one de
ment sequence with t he information that no cut has been executed. This is expressed 
as follows: 

8 E Cc({3) ~ · {< 8 >, nocut} E Cc(C'). 

6 Abstract Semantics 

The abst ract semantics of a program P is defined as a set of abstract tuples ({3, p , B) 
where p is a predicate symbol of arity n occurring in P, {3 E AS, B E ASS and 
dom({3) = dom(B) = {z1, .. . , Zn}· The underlying domain UD of the program is the 
set of all ({3, p) such that {3 E AS, dom({3) = {z1, ... , zn} and p occurs in P. In fact, 
we only consider sets of abstract tuples, .at, which are functions from UD into ASS 
and we use both B = .tat({3, p) or ({3, p, B ) E .tat. We denote SATT the set of all 
those sets. 
The abstract semantics is formally defined by means of a transformation TSAT from 
SATTto SATT. 

lUJ 

1\ h stract Transformation The transformation TSAT is in the same spirit u 
t hc- transformation proposed in [9). The main difference is that (output) abstract 
"u l,ntiLutions are replaced by abstract sequences. Abstract operations are modified 
~trrordingly. For example, the semantics in [9} uses an operation UNION to collect 
111\UIIe results. Thls operation is now replaced by operation CONC. Two major sim
l'lilications with respect to the concrete semantics have been however introduced to 
lu111dle literals more simply. Let g be a goal of the form g',l and C be the abstract 
~~quence resulting from the execution of g'. First, the input abstract sequence C for 
I lu "abstracted" to a single abstract. substitution {311 approximating allaubstitution. 
l11 lbe concret ization of C, i.e. the sequence structure of C is "lost". Second, the 
Input and ouput sequences for l are combined in all possible way through a unique 
operation EXTGS. This simplification was shown to provide a good trade-off between 
nccuracy and efficiency in (2). This trade-off could be reconsidered for more elaborate 
tlomains. 

The abstract transformation T SAT is defined in terms of the function T given in 
Ogure 1. T has arguments of the form ({3, con.1 , •at) where con.~ may be a predicate 
nbme p, a procedure or a suffix of a procedure (both denoted pr), a clause cor. a g.oal 
11 (i.e. the body or a prefix of the body of a clause). {3 is an abstract substitution 
whose domain agrees with the particular con.~. 11lt is a set of abstract tuples. The 
result of T is either an abstract sequence B (for p and pr) or an abstract sequence 
with cut information C (for c and g). 

T ({3, p, • at) executes p(z1 , .•. , zn) with input abstr~t substitution {3 by ~lling 
the function T (f3, pr, 1at) that executes aU clauses defimng p on {3. T({3, c.pr , .at) 
concatenates the result s produced by the first clause c and by the rest of the procedure 
pr1

• T({3, c, •at) executes a clause by extending the abstract substitu~ion {3. to all 
variables in c, executing the body and restricting the result to the vanables m the 
head. T ({3, g, •at) executes the body of a clause by considering each literal in turn. 
The empty prefix of the body produces a one element abstract sequence with the 
information that no cut has been executed so far. When the next literal to execute 
ia a cut, operation AI-CUT is executed. Otherwise the next litera! I is executed w.itb 
input {311 that approximates all substitutions in the concretization of C. Opera~1on 
RESTRG expresses {311 in terms of the formal parameters z1, . .. , Zn of 1. If l ts a 
procedure call then only a lookup in 1at is performed, otherwise either operation AI
VARS or Al-FUNCS is executed. Operation EXTGS is performed after each call in 
order to obtain the result of the full goal. 

Abstract Semantics Transformation TSAT can be shown monotonic if the ab
stract operations are. However monotonicity is not an essential requirement for our 
framework because we do not define the abstract semantics as the least fixpoint of 
TSAT which is not consistent in general as explained in section 2. In order to get 
a consistent •at, the transformation is applied to ut's which are pre-con.~utent as 
defined below. 

Definition 1 (pre-consistency) A set of abstract tuples .tat is pre-consistent iff, for 
each abstract tuple ({3, p, B) E nt, (8, p} 1--+ S with 8 E Cc(/3) implies that there 
exist& S' !; S such that S' E Cc(B). 
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TSAT(ut) = {(p,p, B) : (fJ,p) E U D IUid B = T(fJ,p, tat)} 

T({J,p,tat) = T({J, pr,ut) 
where P" i.a the procedure defining p 

T(/J ,pT, tat) =SEQ{ C) 
where C=T{fJ,c,tat) 

T({J,pT, tat) = CONC({J, C, B) 

where B = T(fJ,p,.',ut) 
C = T(P, c,ut) 

T({J, c,ut) = RBSTRC(c, C) 
where C = T(EXTC(c,fJ),g, tat) 

g ia the body of c 

T({J, <>, •at) = C 
where C = EXT-NOCUT(fJ) 

T({J, (g, !),.~~:zt) = AI-CUT( C) 

where C = T({J,g, tat) 

T({J , (g, l ), tat) =EXTGS(l, C,'B) 

where B = AI- VARS(fJ1 
A LFUNCS({J', f) 
tat(fJ', p) 

{J' = RBSTRG(l,fJ") 
fJ" = SUBST(C) 
C = T(P,g,ut). 

if 1 i.a z; = z; 
if l ia z; = f( .. • ) 
if l i.a p( ... ) 

F igure 1: The Abstract Transformation 

When there exists an abstract sequence B<.l.> such that< .1 >E Cc(B<.L>), it 

is easy to define a first pre-<:onsistent set. of abstract tuples, since < .1.. >]; S for 

all S. Moreover, applying transformation TSAT to pre-consistent 14U gives other 

pre-consist ent tat.r which are better lower approximations of the concrete outputs by 

consistency of the abstract operations. Finally, a postfixpoint is reached to obtain 

consistency. T he abst ract semantics can thus be formali~ed as any pre-consistent 

postfucpoint of the abstract transformation. Formally, the results can be stated as 

follows. 

Lemma 2 Let tat be a pre-consistent set of abstract tuples. Then TSA T( 6at) is 

pre-consistent. 

Theorem 3 [consistency of the abstract semantics] Let 1at be a set of abstract tuples. 

If tat is a postfixpoint of TSAT, i.e. TSAT(6at) ~ 1at, and is pre-consistent, then it 

is consistent. That is: for all (/3, p) E U D, 
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~8'fh~/' } ~ S E Cc(•at(p, p)). 

7 The G eneric Abstract Interpretation Algorithm 

We now discuss how postfixpoints of the abstract transformation can be computed. 

'l'he key idea is that a post fixpoint can be computed by a generaliza tion of existing 

1~cneric abstract interpretation algorithms [3, 15, 9, 10]. We focus on the generaliza.

Lions and their justifications here. See [2] for a description of the algorithm. The key 

scneralization in the algorithm is the use of a more general form of widening, called 

!~widening, when updating t he aet of abstract tuples with a new result. 

Definition 4 [E-widening] Let A be an abstract domain and B,, B[ be elements of A . 

A E-widening is an operation V : Ax A - A which, given the sequences B1, ... , B,, ... 

nod B0, .. . , Bi, ... such that B'i+l = Bi+l V B'i (i?: 0), safufies 

1. B',?: B, (i?: 1); 

2. there ia a j ?: 0 such that all B', with j ~ i are equal. 

'l'he E-widening is used as follows in the algorithm. Given an input pair (/3,p), the 

output abstract sequence is computed by generat ing two sequences B1 , ••• , B, , ... and 

D'o, .. . , B'i, ... a.s follows: 

1. B0 = B<.l.> is stored in the initial tat a.s the output for (/3, p); 

2. B, results from the i-th abstract execution of prot:edure p for abstract input {3; 

3. B' i = B, V B'i-l is stored in the current 1at after the i-th abstract execution of 

procedure Pi 

4. reexecution stops when Bi+l ~ B: . 

Termination of the algorithm is guaranteed because all B: must be equal for all i 

greater than some j. Hence, since Bj = Bj+l and Bj+l?: B; +l, we have B;+l ~ Bj. 

Consistency of the result ia guaranteed because each B: is pre-consistent and t he 

nlgori thm terminates with a postfucpoint. Pre-consistency of the Bi follows from 

8', ?: B, and the pre-consistency of B, due to Lemma 2. 
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Abstract 

We describe CC , a formalism based on the proof theory of linear logic, whose 
aim is to specify concurrent computations a.nd whose language restriction (as 
compared to other linear logic la.nguage) provides a simpler operational model 
that can lead to a more practical language core. The CC fragment is proved
ed to be an abstract logic programmll:Jg language, that is any sequent can be 
derived by uniform proofs. The resulting class of computations ca.n be viewed 
in terms of multiset rewriting ud is remini.sce.nt of the computations arising 
in the Chemical Abstrad Ma.chlne and in the Gamma model. The fragment 
makes it possible to gh:e a logic foundation to existing extensions of Horn clause 
logic, such as Generalized Clauses, whose declarative semantics was based on u 
a.d hoc construction. Programs and goaLs in CC can declaratively be character
ized by a suitable insta.nce of the phase semantics of linear logic. A declarative 
semantics, modeling answer substitutions, is associated to every CC program. 
Such a model gives a full characterization of the program computations and cu 
be obtained through a fixpoint construction. 

l Introduction 
1Pito availability of powerful environments for parallel processing has made particularly 
lut.r rcsting the field of logic languages. Writing concurrent programs is quite difficult. 
Therefore it is desirable to have languages with a dear and simple semantics, so as to 
lwvc a cigorous basis for the specification, the analysis, the transformation and the 
v1•rilk a t.ion of programs. A programming framework based on logic seems to be well 
"uitcd. 

lu this paper we investigate the expressive power of linear logic in a concurrent 
Jl r<>gramming framework. This logic is gaining wide consensus in theoretical com
JiuLcr science and our atlempt is not quite new in its kind. Linear logic has already 
~i von the basis to many proposals. Our approach is based on the paradigm of com
Jiutation as proof search, typical of logic programming. We take as foundation the 
proof theoretical characterization of logic programming given by Miller [26, 25). The 
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definition of uniformity will lead us to single out a restricted fragment of linear log
ic capable of specifying an interesting class of parallel computations. We think the 
simple operational model can lead to a more practical language core. 

The resulting framework is strongly related to the paradigm of multiset rewriting 
lying at the basis of the Gamma formalism (7] and of the Chemical Abstract Machine 
(9]. Actually it allows to specify a set of transformations that try to reduce an input 
multiset of goals to the empty muJtiset , returning as an output an answer substitution 
for the init ial goal. More transformat ions can be applied concurrently to the multiset, 
thus making possible efficient implementations in parallel environments. 

The rewriting of a multiset of logical formulas is amenable to simple interpretations 
in terms of process synchronization and communication, as shown in [14] and in (10]. 
We think that this provides a declarative notion of symmetrical communication and 
open the way to distributed programming. 

In the last part of the paper we propose a semantics for the language obtained 
by instantiating the phase semantics of linear logic. The resulting abstract structure 
associated to programs allows to declaratively model the transformational behaviour 
of our computations. By exploiting the similarities of our fragment with the language 
of Generalized Clauses [14, 10], a declarative semantics modeling answer substitutions 
is a lso presented. 

The paper is organized as follows. In subsection 1.1 we introduce linear logic 
and its proof system. In section 1.2 we introduce the defi nition of uniformity for 
multiple conclusions sequent systems. Section 3 shows the fragment CC and its com
putational features . In section 4 we relate the .CC framework to actual programming 
environments. Finally a semantics for .CC programs in the style of the phase seman
tics will be shown in section 5 together with a declarative semantics modeling answer 
substitutions and its fi.xpoint characterization. 

1.1 Linear Logic 

Linear logic is becoming an important subject the framework of computational logic. 
This is due to its interesting expressive features that make it possible to model both 
sequential and concurrent computations. 

The key feature of the formalism is certainly its ability of t reating resources 
through the manipulation of formulas, thus allowing to express in a natural way 
the notion of consumption and production. This leads to a direct interpretation of 
computation in linear logic. A process is also viewed as a (reusable) resource. The 
change of its state is obtained through the consumption (or decomposition) and the 
production (or construction) of resources. Since the processing ofresources is inher
ently concurrent, multiple parallel flows of computation can be represented. 

The sequent calculus allows us to represent in a natural way the resource sensitivity 
of this logic. A sequent can be thought of as an "action" that consumes the left
band formulas and produces the right-hand ones. Equivalently a sequent tree makes 
explicit the consumpt ion of formulas to produce more complex ones or vice versa the 
destruction of formulas in simpler parts. 

T he sequent system formalization shows also in a satisfactory way the subl.le links 
between linear and classical logic. in fact we can see the derivation rules of tlu) linear 

-{.U.) 
..LI-

-----(1.1) 
A .. A 

A , B,rl- A (e£) 
A eB, ri-A 

1'1-A, A B ,A I-8( _,.£) 
A ... s. r, A~.6.. e 

A ,[' 1- A (I<£) 
A&l.B ,I'" ... A 

A, ['I-A B , ri-A(fD£) 
A.a!B,r l-6 

A ,[' I-A (!£) 
tA , r ... A 

11', A 1-!6 (!£) 
tr , ! A .... '!A 

A(t/•J , r 1- 6(V£) 
Wa:A , r ... A 

--{lR) 
... 1 
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['I- A , A A , A ... (..., I) 
r.A .. A,e 

['1-A,A Al-8,8(eR) 
r , AI- 6 , 8 , A • .IJ 

A , r 1- A , B (-R ) 
r1- <~>. A ... .e 

B , [' 1- A (I<£) 
AII.B, rt- 6 

['I- A, A (eR) 
1'1-A, A$8 

['I- <I>, A (TJII) 
r .. A, f A 

!['I- A , f A (IR) 
!f' ~tA , 'fA 

[' 1- A , A {VIt) 
rt- A , YaA 

---{0£) 
o.r 1- A 

r 1- A ( 1£) 
l, r't-4 

A ,r .. A B , AI-8(~£) 
A:lis , r ,AI- A , e 

[' 1- A , A ( ..1.£) 
A ..L,r t- A 

[' 1- A , A r 1- A , B("R) 
r ... A , A*-8 

r 1- A, .IJ ($R) 
r 1- 6,Ae" 

['I- 6 (!W£) 
IA 1 [' 1- A 

! A , !A , [' 1- 6 (!C£) 
tA , r ... A 

A ,r 1- A (a£) 
••A,r ... 6 

Table 1: The sequent system of linear logic 

-----(Til) 
r .. A ,T 

r 1- A (..LR) 
r ... A , ..L 

ri-A , A , B (~R) 
['I- A , A:JliB 

A , [' 1- A ( ..I.R) 
['I- A , A..L 

[' 1- 6 (tWR) 
r ... A , lA 

r 1- A, f A , fA (!CR ) 
1"' ... A ,!A 

r ... .~~. . A!•t•lc,.Rl 
r ... A,.A 

logic sequent system obtained from the classical derivation rules by abolishing the 
rl)uLraction and the thinning rules, which are responsible for the insensitivity of clas
llicn.l logic to formulas multiplicity. This elimination causes the classical connectives 
lutd constants to split down into two versions, the additive and the multiplicative one. 
In order to reach the power of classical logic, two modalities have to be introduced 
lu order to have formulas reusable ad libitum. Contraction and thinning rules are 
r1•covered for formulas annotated with the modalities. 

In Table 1 we show the sequent system .CC of linear logic. A sequent is an ex
pression r 1-- a , where r and a are mult isets of linear formulas, i.e. formulas built 
ou the linear primitives ®, :18, $, &, 1, 0, ..1., T , V, 3, !, ? . Notice the use of the multiset 
,.t,rueture, which allows us to get rid of an explicit structural rule of exchange. For a 
1110re complete account on the .C.C system we refer to [16] . 

The outstanding features of linear logic have soon determined its impact on the
m tical computer science. Actually two basic approaches can be recognized . The 
fr~nctional approach models computations through normalization, i.e. cut elimina-
11() 11 , of sequent calculi derivation trees. This approach has allowed the definition 
of powerful functional languages where we can express concurrent computations and 
dt rive program properties (e.g. strictness, sharing), which make it possible the elim
lwttion of the garbage coUector [1 , 21 , 22]. 

We are more concerned with the other approach, the logic programming approach. 
In the following we will illustrate in details how we have instantiated this paradigm. 
1.( t us just note that the "proof search as computation" analogy applied to linear logic 
hM already inspired several logic programming frameworks like LinLog [2], Linear 
Objects [3, 4), and Miller's linear refinement of hereditary Harrop's formulas [18] . 
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1.2 Modeling computations in a sequent system 
As already mentioned our approaclt is based on the notion of computation as proof search. In particular the proofs we search are cut-free derivations in a sequent calculus. As usual a derivation statically represents the evolution of a computation. We want a sequent r r G1, . .. , On in that derivation to represent the evolution of a computation. The change of state through the derivation tree is obtained by applying derivation rules. The right side of a sequent is viewed as a multiset of agent formulas that evolves through applications of derivation rules. Each complex agent can be decomposed in a uniform way and independently from the other formulas of the sequent. The evolution of atomic agents, possibly together with other atoms, is instead dependent on other formulas of the sequent. 

The left side of the sequent is viewed as a set of rules which specifies bow simple right formulas (alone or in a group) can be transformed. In other words we want our proofs to satisfy a suitable "parallel" extension of the notion of uniformity (26]. We remember that in (26] the definition of uniformity was given for single conclusion sequent derivations only, so it does not seem suitable to our aim. Miller in (25) bas proposed an extension of that definition for multiple conclusions sequent derivations similar to ours. This definition formally singles out exactly the class of derivations we are concerned with. 
Definition 1 
A sequent proof E is uniform if it is cut-free and for every subproof 'i of E and for every non atomic formula occurrence B , in the right-hand side of the root sequent of 'i , there exists a derivation 'i' which is equal to 'i up to permutation of inference rules and such that the last inference rule in 'i' introduces the top level logical connective occurring in B. I 

It can easily be shown that this definition generalizes the one given in [26] . This definition formalizes a "concurrent" view of derivations where the permutability re~r resents the ideal simultaneous application of several independent right introduction rules. If two or more introduction rules can be applied, all derivations using them can be obtained from each other by simply permuting the order of rules application. As mentioned in [26], restricting the proof search we implicitly give a fixed o~r erational meaning to the logical primitives. We can thus define a basic formalism which can specify concurrent computations and which is very reminiscent of models like CHAM and Gamma, based on multiset rewriting. Moreover, since we are working in a logical system we have a declarative interpretation for agent-formulas and a notion of logical equivalence and we can give an abstract semantics to computations based on the declarative semantics of the logic we use. However we must be consistent with the declarative meaning of the logical primitives. Thus our task can be stated as follow: Given a logical system we want to single out a subset of the well formed sequents such that if they are derivable they can be derived uniformly. This guarantees that the operational meaning of the logical primitives be consistent with their declarative meaning. In other words, even if we search uniform proofs only we do not lose the completeness. 
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11'rrw 11cots enjoying this property are called by Miller abstract logic programming frllllfii iiiJCS. Therefore our aim can be stated as the definition of an ab~tract logic I'' "Kihlllllling language in linear logic, able to model concurrent computatiOns. As we w.lllr~<'i\ linear logic bas such constructive features to allow that. 

~ Preliminaries 
Wu rtmHtrne the reader to be familiar with the terminology and the basic results of '''" ,.~1113ntics of logic programs [5]. The language alphabet is (D, V, P}, with D 1 fl 11l t,(1 HCt of function symbols, V a denumerable set of variables, P a finite set uf Jlll'llicate symbols. The set TD(V) of terms is defined as follows: i) Vc E D, c fttllltlnnt, c E TD(V); ii) Vz E V, z E TD(V); iii) Vt1, ... , tn E TD(V) and .V/ .E ~of lilly rr, f(tt. ... ,tn) E TD(V). TD(0) is the set of closed terms. A substatutaon lS a IIIAJlttlng () : V-+ TD(V) such that dom(O} = {X I OX I X} is finite. A substit.ut~on .. tltiiiOled with the expressions {X1/t1, ... , Xn/tn} or [Xtftt, . .. , Xn/tn] spectfymg lhAl the variables xlt ... ' Xn are mapped tot,, ... , tn. The symbol£ denotes the 11111111.y substjtution . The composition 0d of the substitutions 0 and d is defined .. t.lw functional composition. The pre-ordering ~ on substitutions is such that I • " iff 3p such that() = dp. An atom is an object p(t1, ... , tn) with p E P . and I 1 1 

.. , tn E TD (V}. A is closed or ground if all of its terms belongs to TD (0). A /an ear '"' 111u/n is a well formed formula built on atoms and on the linear primjtives ®, ~.' $, ' , 1, 0, J., T, V, 3, !,?. A linear sequent is an expression r 1- 6 with rand 6 multtsets 11r JltWnr formulas. A linear formula is clos~d if it has not free variables.M LL denotes &hn ~~el of multisets of linear closed formulas. Given the expressions A and A', we tltllltll' A < A' iff 36 such that A = A'O (A'IJ is the result of the application of the 1 j 11 t.he ;ariables of A'). Let ~ be the associated equivalence relation (renaming) . 'l'wo t'xpressions A 1 and A2 are unifiable is exists a substitution 0, a unifier, such that A1 0 = A20. The most general unifier of two expressions is the maximal unifier (w.r.t. • ) The notation X denotes a tuple of different variables. An atom is maxi~al if 11 lr1 of the form p(X). A maximal multiset is a multiset of maximal atoms. Fmally 1111r( E) denotes the set of the free variable of the expression E. 

3 The £C fragment 
In this section we single out a fragment of linear logic that seems to be adequated for •p11cifying an interesting class of computations. We will define a subset of the linear rmquonts by stepwise approximation, justifying every extension in terms of an improveuwnt of the expressive power. Eventually we will identify a class of uniform proofs rur the sequents of the subset. Our aim will be then to show that when considering 1111 1form proofs only we keep the declarative meaning of the logical primitives. This will be done by proving that the fragment is an abstract logic programming language. l.t1t us remind that we want to represent concurrent computations as the concurrent nvolut.ion of the agents G 1, ••• , Gn in the proof tree of the sequent r 1- G 1, ... , Gn, where r contains rules for the evolution of the agents. As a first step we can assume 
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the agents to be simple ground atoms. 
First of all we want to have "transformation formulas", like G - A, that allow a 

change of state in the evolution of the atomic agent A. The application of this formula 
transforms the atom A into the agent G. We can easily obtain this behaviour by using 
linear formulas like G-oA, where -o is linear implication. The above operational 
meaning can be assigned to those clauses by specifying bow a proof search can evolve, 
once we have an atom A in the multiset and the formula G-oA in the tight-hand side 
of the sequent. 

- --{(id) 
r 1- G, a A 1- A(-oL) 
r,G-oAI- A , a 

This operational meaning is fixed, by forcing the rule (-oL) to be applled only 
that way. Notice that, due to the loss of the contraction rule (we cannot duplicate 
formulas), the formula A of the conclusion sequent is no more present in the continua
tion of the computation (the subproof starting from r 1- G, t.). In fact the loss of this 
rule creates a problem: as it can easily be noticed, once applied, the formula G-oA 
is no more applicable in the rest of the computation. Since vie want these clauses to 
be usable more than once, we can mark all of them with the modality !, thus making 
them reusable resources of the computation. Through a clever use of the rules (!C) 
and (ID) we can specify the multiple reuse of "program" formulas. The following is 
an example of the resulting behaviour. 

- ---i(id) 
!r, !(G-oA) 1- G, a A 1- A (-oL) 
!r,!(G-oA),G-oAI-A,a (!D) 

!f, !(G-oA), !(G-oA) 1- A, .6. (!C) 
!r, !(G-oA) 1- A, a 

Thus the computation evolves without consuming the clause !(G-oA). Due to the 
constructive capabilities of linear logic an interesting change can be made to program 
formulas. The application of a clause can easily be extended to involve more than 
one atom, that is more than one agent. By considering formulas like G-oA~ B we 
can obtain the following transition 

A 1- A(id) B 1- B(id) 
----,.,-------1(~ L) 

f , !(G-oA~B)I-G,t. A~BI-A,B (-oL) 
!r, !(G-oA~ B), G-oA~ B 1- A, B , .6. (!D) 

!r, !(G-oA~ B), !(G-oA?S B) 1- A, B, a (!C) 
If, !(G-oA~ B) 1- A,B,a 

Obviously the clauses can have more than two atoms in their heads. The application 
of these "multiset rewriting rules" can be interpreted in a variety of ways. (H) and 
[10] suggest to view them as a way to synchronize n computationll and to allow 
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t lu•u• to communicate through a full not constrained unification. [10] also suggests 
to view them as specifying the consumption of "atomic messages" , floating in the 
utult.iset, considered as a pool of processes and messages. An asynchronous model of 
rn111munication is thus achieved. Some example in the following section will show the 
•lllft· rent forms of communication. 

Clauses need not to be ground. It is a straightforward task to lift them to first 
nrdor clauses by obtaining schemas of transformations. Clauses have then the form 
VJ(G-oA1 '28 ··· ~A,) , with the free variables of G included in the free variables of 
A 1 ~ • • · ~A, . Obviously the rule (V L) will be used in derivations. The structure of 
1(1)111 formulas can be made more complex, so as to be decomposed in the derivation 
Lhrough the application of right introd~ction rules. 

First of alJ we can use the connective ~ to connect more elementary goal formulas. 
( lousider the (~ R) introduction rule. 

r 1- A,B , t. (~R) 
ri-A~B.a 

Wn can view the previous behaviour as the decomposition ofthe agent A~ B into the 
lwo agents A and B. In other terms we can specify the creation of independent flows 
uf llubcomputation inside the overall computation. 

Another connective that can be added to our fragment is the connective $. The 
rll(hL introduction rules for EB are the following: 

r 1- A, A (EBR) 
r 1- AEB B, A 

r1- B,A (eR) 
ri-A e B,a 

Wt• can have then an operator to specify internal nondet.erminism. A possible exten
Hion can be obtained by introducing guards. 

We can also have existentially quantified variables in the agents. This is the basis 
for a notion of computed substitution as output. of the computation (the substitutions 
will obviously be the bindings of the existentially quantified variables of the starting 
1\I(On ts multiset). 

Other behaviours can be specified by using the constants of linear logic. In par
tkular we can easily force the termination of a computation or the disappearing of an 
1\I(CnL in a multiset. We can use the introduction rule for the constant T to specify 
the termination of the overall computation like in the following derivation: 

-----~(TR) (id) 
!r, !(T -oA) r T, B, C A 1- A(-oL) 

!r, !(T -oA), T -oA 1- A, B , C (!D) 
!f, !(T -oA), !(T -oA) 1- A,B,C (!C) 

!r, I(T -oA) 1- A, B, C 

The application of the transformation T -oA ends the computation. We can stop the 
11roof search since we have obtained a correct proof of the final sequent. 

The other feature, the disappeari ng of an agent in the multiset, can be obtained by 
1111i ng the constants 1 and .L Actually we can use the clauses l -oA and .L-oA to state 
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that the agent A can disappear from a multiset. The clause .L-oA makes the agent A disappear in a non empty multiset (see rule (..LR)). The clause l-oA makes the 
agent A end (together the overall computation) in the empty agent multiset (see rule (lR)). We will use for the pair of clauses !(.L-oA), !(l-oA) the equivalent notation !(1 $ .L-oA). Two termination modes (stated in terms of communicating processes) 
are then made available; i.e. silent termination by using the formula 1$ .L and overall termination by using the constant T . 

Thus we have singled out an interesting fragment of linear logic with a cJass of 
uniform derivations (as it can easily be proved) which can express computations in 
the style of multiset rewriting. In our derivations the clause formulas act as multiset rewriting rules, while the agent formulas are uniformly decomposed in the derivation, 
until they are reduced to atomic formulas which can then be rewritten. 
We do not want to lose the declarative reading of the logical primitives we use. AJ we will show in the following this is not the case since our fragment is an abstract 
logic programming language, that is the search of uniform derivations restricted to 
the fragment is complete. 

In order to s tate this result we summarize in a more formal way the properties of 
our fragment. The fragment of linear logic (we will call it CC for Linear ChemistrJI) we are considerating is composed of the sequent !r r ~' where r and 6. are finite 
multisets of formulas of the sets 1) and g, respectively, of linear logic formulas. The 
set {i is composed by the goal formulas G defined as 

G := All e .LITIG~GIGeGI3zG 

where A is an atomic formula and G is a goal of g . The set V is composed by the clause formulas D defined as 

D = V(G-oA1 ~· · ·~An) 

where A1 , .. . , An are atomic formulas and G is a formula of g. The free variables of G are included in the free variables of At , . . . , An. 
The following theorem asserts the completeness of a uniform proof search strategy 

for the sequent of CC . 

Theorem 1 Let r be a multiset of formulas of'D and~ be a multiset of formulal 
of g . Then !r r 6. is derivable in linear logic if and only if !r r 6. is tmiformlr derivable. 

The fragment CC is then an abstract logic programming language. On the basis of theorem 1 we can state that the derivation rule system in Table 2 (we will call it £C system) is sound and complete w.r.t. linear logic for the sequent& of CC . In 
the rule ( -o) the formula G-oAt~ · · ·~ An is an instance of G'-oA) ~ · · · ~ ~ and !'v'(G'-oA) ~·· · ~A~) is in r. In the rule (3) the formula A[tjx] is obtained by 
substituting all t he free occurrences of z in A by a term t . 

These rules explicitly convey the computational flavour of the primitives of the 
language. It can easily be shown that they represent in a compact form exactly the 
uniform derivations considered introducing the CC formulas. A sequent r 1- 6. will be £C derivable (frLc~) if it can be derived by the CC derivation rules. 

-,-r-r_l_e_J..-t( 1 e .L) 

r r a.~ (-o) 
r ... Al' .. . I An. 6. 
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rrA,~ ($) 
rr AeB,ll. 

fi-B, ~ ($) 
rrAe B,ll. 

r r A[t/z], 6.(3) 
rr 3zA,~ 

Table 2: The system £C . 

ft. n impor tant observable of CC computations is certainly the answer substitutions, lhnl is the s ubstitution found by the prooffor the existentially quantified variables in tl11 Initial goals. In fact the answer substitution is commonly considered as the output 
ul " logic language program execution. We think then that a semantics able to model tllrtt•r. tly the answer substitutions of a program could be certainly very useful for 
•I •Piicntions s uch as program transformation, program verification, program analysis. With this aim in view we will give a particular relevance to the" answer substitution 
lulllllviour" of a derivation introducing the following notions. 

Ut11lnition 2 
W• will write P rLc 6. by TI with substitution 0 to say that the existentially quantified 
~"rlnbles in ~ are instantiated with the substitution 0 in the derivation n. I 

t'tt 1111 t his definition we can single out the following equivalence between CC programs. 

llufluit ion 3 
'I wo programs P1 and P2 are answer substitution equivalent if for each multiset 6. and r .. r UtLCh substitution(}, Pt ... LC ~ with substitution 0 iff p2 ... L C 6. with substitution 
I I 

Anyway this equivalence results to be too abstract. We thlnk that a good equivalence 
IlliNium should be based instead on a notion of"most general answer substitut ion", 
11111tloling the substitution restituted by a proof procedure based on unification. In '"''t uuification is t he best choice in an implementation to reduce the non-determinism ur proof rules such as {3) . A semantics capable of modeling the answer most general •uh t~l,ilut.ion has revealed in ([8]) to be very ad~quate for data-flow analysis problems "r l rnditionallogic languages, employing efficient proof procedure, such as SLD resoh• l.lou, based on unification. We introduce then the following definitions to express a 
nnt.1on of" unification answer substitution" inside the system CC . 
U 11ftuition 4 
'l'lw derivation ll is more general than the derivat ion TI' if there exists a substitution 
,, HIICh that D' = no, i.e. D' is obtained from n instantiating its free variables. I 
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Definition 5 
A derivation D is a mosi general derivation (mgd) iffor each derivation D', IT= D'8 
implies 3u such that D' = Du, that is Dis maximal w.r.t. the "more general" relation. 
I 

Definition 6 
With PrLc6. with most general substitution (mgs) 8 we mean that exists a moat 
general derivation D of P r ~and PrLcti by D with substitution 8. I 

Definition 1 
Two programs P 1 and P2 are mgs equivalent if for each multiset 6. and for each 
substitution 8 P1rLc~ with mgs 8 iff P2rLc6. with mgs 8. I 

We can say then that if PrLcti with mgs 0 then a unification based proof proce
dure will find the substitution 8 for the sequent P r ~. For a given sequent there can 
exist, in general, several most general derivations. It can be easily proved that once 
fixed a sequence of program clauses to be used in a decivation , again multiple mgd'a 
can be found (differing for inessential permutations in the order of the rules) but all 
bave the same mgs. 1 

In the next sections we will see a semantics that model correctly mgs equivalence 
(indeed it is fully abstract), based on the S-semantics approach {13]. 

4 CC and the logic Programming 
We think that CC provides interesting features as a programming language. First of all 
it can be shown that we can embed in CC the language of Generalized Horn Clauses 
(gC ), introduced in [23, 24, 27) and further developed in [14] and [10) . gc allows 
multiple atoms in the beads of clauses with the aim of synchronizing concurrent 
computations. The syntax of the clauses is the following 

At + ···+An +- Bt + · · · + Bm n ~ 1, m ~ 0 

The operational semantics is a straightforward generalization of SLD refutation . 
gc formulas can easily be t ranslated to formulas of CC thus preserving the computa
tional behaviour. The translation is the following. 

(A)0 = A if A is an atom; 
(D)" = 1 $ .l; 

(A+ B)" = (A)0~ (B)"; 
(A+- B) 0 = V(3(B)"-o(A)"). 

The 3 quantifier binds all the variables of (B)" not included in (A)". The V quantifier 
binds all the free variables of 3(B)0 -o(A)0

• The translation of 0 to 1 $.lis explained 
by noting that in gc AND-parallel processes die silently without disturbing the others 
and that can be obtained through the disappearing of a CC agent in a multiset. It is 
not hard to prove the following theorem that relates gc to CC . 
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'11h uure m 2 Let P be a gc program and At. ... , An be atomic formula&. The goal 
A 1 + · · · +An is refutable in P with computed an&wer 3ub&titution 8 iff !f r 

I( A I ~ ••• ~An) is cc -provable with mg& 0, where r i& the multiset of the translations 
uftllc clauses of program P and 3 binds all the variable• in At~ ··· ~An. 

We can now show that .CC can face the same class of problems for which {;C was 
lui md uced. In the following we will show some programming examples taken from 
II ill nnd [10) to show in practical cases the kind of behaviours /:,C can specify. 

'l'he application of multiple head clauses can be viewed as a synchronization mech-
1\lllrllll between agents. Moreover, if we assume the use of unification in the proof 
~~t•rLrch , this application makes it possible the symmetrical exchange of messages. 

t )JCnmple 4.1 Let us consider the program 'P 

SRB(v,XPS bodyA(X) -o A 
SRA(Y,w)~ bodyB(Y} -o B 

( *) 1 $ .l -o SRB( X , Y)'l'i SRA {X, Y) 

'l'lw computation starts with 'P r A, B . We have two processes communicating 
lltrough the application of the program clause (•) . This clause wiU consume in the 
ttlllltiset. the two atoms SRB(v,X) and SRA(Y,w) and at the same time binds Y to v 
1\ lltl X to w, thus allowing a.n exchange of information between the two processes. I 
'l1hi t1 communication model can easily be extended to allow multiple agents to ex
' I.ILnge information. 

ICxmnple 4.2 The clause 

wt.cn applied in an environment which contains the atoms 

.. . , Pl(vt, Yl, ... , Yt'"), ... , p;(Y;t, ... , v;, ... , Y;t), ... ,p~;(Yl, ... , y:-t, v~;), ... 
•'•u•ses every agent p; to communicate the value Vi to the other processes and to 
lllccive from them k - 1 messages (we are assuming variables in the agents to be 
logical variables). Obviously the clause bas to be opportunely instantiated to preclude 
IL from keeping on reapplying itself. I 

As already noted, another model of communication can easily be obtained. We 
rtul distinguish two types of objects in the right-band of a sequent. Besides the agent 
formulas which can be viewed as process activations, we can single out some atomic 
furmulas acting as messages. The application of a multiple head formula can then 
he seen as the consumption of some message and possibly as the production of new 
CliiCB. An asynchronous communication paradigm can then be established. This view 
of L:.C computations can improve the modularity of the program design. 

l<~xomple 4.3 The following program, taken from [28), defhies two processes which 
rnoperate to build a list of squares exploiting the fact that the sum of the first n odd 
numbers equals n2: 



o{N,~(O))-<> odd{N} 
end-<> o(O,I)'JC8 ok 
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o(N,~(s(/)))'18 num(I) -<> o(s(N),I)"i ok 

ok '18 q{O,K)-osqr(K) 
1 G) .L-<> q(Q,Q.nil)'i end 
ok 'l'8 3R(add(J,Q,R)'8 q(R,K))-oq(Q, Q.K)"i num(J) 

The computation originated from the initial goal formulas odd(3), 3K sqr(K), binds 
the variable K to the list 0.1.4.9.nil. The odd process computes the first 3 odd numbers 
sending to the environment a num message for each one of them. The sqr process 
consumes the num message, adds the numbers and stops as soon as it receives the 
end message. The ok message has been introduced to synchronize the process. I 

The resulting communication model is reminiscent of Linda's generative communica
tion[I5]. Finally, as noted in (10) , these two schemes of communication can be used 
in such a way as to make useless the sharing of variables between different agents. 
We ca.n easily impose that agents do not share variables without losing any expressive 
power. This makes it possible the use of £C in a distributed environment. 

5 The semantics 

Since our fragment is an abstract logic programming language we can be confident 
about the use of the semantics of linear logic to characterize the CC computations. 
An interesting semantics for CC programs and goals is obtained by instantiating the 
phase semantics of linear logic, the semantics proposed by Girard in his seminal paper 
(16) , to which we refer for a complete account. 

ln the following we consider a phase semantics simply as 8 triple (M, .L,s) , where 
M is a monoid, .Lis a .subset of M, sis a valuation of atomic formulas in M, i.e. a 
function mapping atoms into specific subsets of M (the facts). By structural induction 
on the linear formulas and by using the distinguished operators ~ M I eM I ••• on the 
facts of M, the function 8 can be extended to the whole set of well formed formulas 
{for example s(A'JC8 B)= s(A)~ Ms(B)). Finally a formula A is considered valid if it 
is the case that 1 E s(A). 

Given a program P, we obtain a phase semantics Mp = (M LL,.Lp,s) which 
behaves like the canonical Herbrand models of traditionallogjc programs. Namely the 
validity of a goal formula in the model amounts to its provability from the program P. 
Let us define now in detail the canonical phase model of the program P. We associate 
to a program P the phase model Mp = (M LL , .Lp,s), on the base M LL of dosed 
multisets, obtained as follows: 

• .Lp ={~I~ EM LL and PI-Le~, I$ .L}, 

• s(A) ={~I~ EM LL and PI-LeA,~}. 

In other words .Lp is the subset of M LL composed by all the multisets which start 
a successful computation. Finally every atom A is mapped by s into the subset of 
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M 1, ,. composed of the complementary environment of A in a successful computation. 
II rtul cusily be verified that Mp is a phase semantics. 

The phase semantics Mp singles out in a standard way the operators between 
l11rl.tl '18M, $ M ,-<>M, the function !M and the distinguished facts I ,.Lp, T, that allow 
1 '' ~·xtcnd the valuation s to map every formula of the CC fragment into 8 fact of the 
1110dcl. 

J,,uuma 1 Given a program P and iii phase semantic& Mp then for esch G E g 

8ext(G) ={~EM LLIP 1- G, ~} 

111/irre But is 1he extension of s to linear formulas. 

'l1ltllorem 3 P 1- G is CC -provable if and only if G is valid in Mp. 

We have thus obtained a class of models for the language CC which generalizes 
llw Iter brand models of traditional logic programming languages (5). While the latter 
1 tul be viewed as mapping from classical goal formulas into the set {true, false}, our 
uwdcl maps a goal formula into a fact of M p. Note that in the case of a single head 
tl tHI BCS program P , not using the constant T, the phase model semantics Mp reduces 
Ill " boolean evaluation for the closed goals of CC . 

l•lxnmple 5.1 We build the phase model of the program shown in example 4.3. The 
l tNI M LL is the set of multisets of closed goals in the language 
( ( orldfl, o/2, end/0, numfl,sqr/1, q/2, add/3}, {O,s/1 }}. 

o4 4(0) , •••(O. ail)) , •(0, • (0)), •••(O. a il)), l o(O, •(O)) , f(O, O. ail)), 
J. ,, • t ITI. 11 a; J.J, .,-. 1 e J.J, 

o44( o(O)), • ••(0. •(0) . all)), 1•(• (0), o(O)). •••(O. •(O) . ait )J , lo(o(O), • (0)), t (O, 0. • (O) . ail)), · · . ) 

' l1hc interpretation of odd(O), for example, can easily be extracted from .Lp. 

s( odd(O)) = { [sqr(O.nil)), 
[sqr(O.nil),l e .LJ, 
[sqr{s3 (0)), T], 

[q(O, O.nil)J, 
[q(O, O.nil), 1 G) .L) 
(q(s3 (0), T] ... } 

I 

Anyway this semantics is not very satisfactory. lt does properly model only the 
llll tccss behaviour of the goal formulas. It fails to model correctly the most general 
1\Uflwer substitutions of programs. For the reasons previously expressed we think it 
wt)uld be more useful a semantics less abstract, able to model that more concrete 
uhscrvable. ln the following then, on the base of the S-semantics approach to the 
litiiOantics oflogic programs proposed by Falaschi et al. (13), we propose aS-semantics 
l.ht\t captures the most general substitution equivalence among programs, giving an 
operational and a fixpoint characterization of it. 
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5.1 Operational characterization of S-semantics 

Like in (13), the semantics we propose is a set, composed of multisets of non-ground 
atoms. To the aim of defining it we introduce the non-ground multiset base M v 

1 

whose subsets will be the semantics of our programs. 

Definition 8 
The non ground multiset base M v is the set of all the multisets of atoms p(tt, ... 1 t,.)1 

with p E P 1 p ofarity nand t1, •.. , tn E TD(V)1(1:$, where~ is the variance equivalence 
J'elation. I . 

The S-sema.ntics of the CC program Pis obtained as a result of the following oper&
tional (top-down) construction 

O(P) is a subset of M v. The following theorems show that 0 models correctly most 
general answer substitutions and that it is fully abstract. 

Theorem 4 P~Lcli with mgs 0 iffO(P)~Lcfi with mgs 8.
1 

We obtain as a simply corollary that 0 is fully abstract. 

Theorem 5 P1 and P2 are mgs equivalent iff O(P1) = O(P2). 

5.2 Fixpoint characte~ization of S-semantics 

An extended immediate consequence operator Tp on subsets of Mv can be intrcr 
duced, whose least fixpoint will be shown to be equivalent to the most general answer 
substitution semantics O(P). 

Lemma 2 ('P(M v ), ~) is a complete lattice. 

For the definition of Tp we need the following relation. 

Definition 9 
Let G be a goal formula and I a subset of M v. G < I is true if 

• G = A1 :18 • • • :18 An, At, ... , An atoms and (At , ... 1 A,.]ts::s E I; 

• G = 1 $ ..L or G = T; 

• G=T:liH,HEMv; 

• G = Gt :18 G2 and Gt < I and G2 < I; 

• G=Gt$G2and(Gt<IorG2<I); 

• G = Gt ~ (Ht $ H2)'8G2 and (Gt :18 Ht '8G2 <I or G1 ~ H2'8G2 <I); 

• G = Gt:l83zH~G2 and G1'8H[z/z):liG2 <I and z ¢ var(Gt)Uvar(H)U 
var(G2). 
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I 

We associate to the CC program P the operator Tp defined on 'P(M v) 

Tp(I) = {(A,B)OIG-oA E P,mgu(G1 G') = O,B~G' <I} 

"" we can see the relation « has been introduced to take into account the complex 
;.IJrucl.ure of the body of CC clauses. Following the example of S-semantics for Horn 
, l tLiiHCS, Tp defines a bottom-up inference based on unification. The following theorem 
"llmvs us to define a fi.xpoint semantics for CC programs. 

'I'IHlorem 6 The Tp operator is continuous on ('P(M v ), ~).Then there ezists the 
ln!llll fixed point Tp l w ofTp. 

I ), ,nuition 10 
' l'h fixpoint semantiCB of a CC program P iB defined as T (P) = Tp f w. I 

'l'hoorem 1 O(P) = T (P). 

' l'hi11 semantics is certainly more adequate to model concrete features of CC computa.
U IJ 11 6 such as computed substitutions. We think this can be certainly useful in view 
,,r HLatic analysis of CCprograms. For example we are allowed to inherit a good part 
nf the methods developed in [6] for Horn clause logic languages. 

Related work and conclusions 

AR already mentioned several languages have been proposed which use linear logic a.s 
~heir underlying logic. Miller [18, 25] uses the concept of uniform proof to characterize 
rwnputationally interesting fragments of linear logic. In (18] the fragment is included 
lu int.uitionistic linear logic. Its main goal is to refine the language of hereditary 
ll rmop Formulae, by exploiting the ability of linear logic to treat limited resource. 
'11hc differences with our framework lies essentially in the absence of a mechanism 
of multiple head clauses, whence our fragment lacks a mechanism for the dynamic 
lou,djng of modules. The areas of application seem indeed quite different. The results 
In [25] are more closely related to ours. In fact the fragment used to express the 1f
rnlculus as a theory of linear logic iB essentially a higher order version of CC. However 
tho emphasis is on the use of the fragment as a metatheory of the 1f-calcuJus rather 
Uai\R as a logic programming language. 

Other related results are (3, 4) and (2]. [3 1 4] present Linear Objects (LO), an 
llbject.-oriented logic programming language based on the proof theory of linear logic. 
1.0 can express the concurrent evolution of multiple objects, having complex stat~ 
(t88entially multisets of slots). Multiple-head clauses are exploited to express the 
nvolution of our multisets of agents. Our language can be thought of as specifying 
l.ho evolution of a single object without the powerful knowledge structuring of LO 
programs. However 1 in CC more sophisticated operations on the "single object" can 
~o.si ly be made available. In [2], LinLog a fragment of linear logic is presented. This 
lruaguage allows a compact representation of the so called focusing proofs. H shows 
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that LinLog does not lose expressive power w.r.t. linear logic. Every linear formula 
can be translated to LinLog preserving its focusing proofs. The CC language is ee
sentially a fragment of LinLog. It is a compact representation of an cuynchrcmo•• 
fragment {the (~, ..L, T) fragment) with some synchronous additions {the counedive. 
$ and 1). We believe that CC characterizes a class of applications for a subset or 
Lin Log. 

Finally we want to mention the relation to (7) and [9). We think that the CC frame
work can easily be related to the general model of multiset rewriting. Indeed CC coJmD>UI;o 
ations realize in a very natural way the chemical metaphor (as first noted in [17) for a 
smaller fragment). The multiset are solutions in which the molecules (agent or mee
sages) can freely move. The heating of the solution (the application of the derivation 
rules) makes the molecules to be decomposed until they become simple atom&. At thil 
point they are ions which by chemical reactions (the applications of the rules of the 
program) form new molecules. 

Traditional concurrent logic programming languages ([11, 29, 30]) are quite distant 
relatives of our language. However we think that CC allows a more declarative view 
of concurrent interactions. For example we have not to constraint the unification 
to obtain synchronizations between parallel agents. Moreover' the phase semantica 
does not seem to have the complexity of other declarative models of concurrent logic 
languages (see [12]. for example). 

In this paper we have presented a language for the concurrent programming based 
on the proof theory of linear logic. The CC framework can be characterized as an ab
stract logic programming language, which is closely related to the multiset rewriting 
computational paradigms like Chemical Abstract Machine and the Gamma model. 
We have proposed a semantics obtained as an instance of phase semantics of linear 
logic. Such a semantics describes the successful computations of CC programs. Finally 
we have given a fixpoint construction of a declarative semantics modeling answer sub
stitutions. The CC language deserves further studies. We are currently investigating 
the possibility of extending the fragment of linear logic, so as to support mechanisms 
such as guards or hiding operators as proposed in (20). 

An important thing to realize is that a program in the CC fragment is indeed a 
linear logical theory, while its computations are derivations in a linear proof system. 
Thus we need not to associate to the language CC a program logic. CC is its own 
program logic. We can use CC formulas to specify and investigate the properties of 
£C programs. We think however that the subject of specification and verification of 
CC programs still needs some work. Furthermore it would be interesting to establish 
to what extent the linear logic and its semantics can describe and model divergent or 
deadlocked computations (the present semantics simply ignores them). Moreover we 
tbink that applying some of the techniques suggested in [7) to build r programs we 
can define a set of tools for the synthesis of CC programs. 

Finally we think an intriguing subject could be the study of abstract interpreta-
tions for CC programs. As shown in (20) we can start by taking as abstract domain 
a non complete phase model. We think that the work made in [19) regarding an 
abstract. interpretation of Linear Objects could be quite helpful. Moreover the frame
work showed in [8} could be certainly useful. 
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El ,\-ccllculo Etiquetado Paralelo (LCEP)* 

Salvador Lucast Javier Olivert 

· Resumen 

Presentamos un nuevo c&lculo para Ia modeliza.ci6n de sistemas paralelos, e1 
~-ca.Jculo Etiquetado Paralelo (18]. El formalismo surge de una propuesta ini
cial de H. Ait-Ka.ci [1,2] , e1 Label-Selective ~-<:alculus , que describe un lenguaje, 
extension del ~-cllculo [3], en el que los ugumentos de las funciones 11e selec
cionan mediante etiquetas. El conjunto de etiquetas incluye tanto posiciones 
numthicas como simbolos. En el Label-Selective ~-c a.J culo se refleja un para.
lelismo implfci t.o entre Ia ejecucion de los diferentes canales pero no exist.e Ia 
posibilidad de elecci6n bajo un mismo canal. En este trabajo extendemos au 
sintaxis introducieodo el no determinismo en la. evoluci6n del sistema para re
fl ejar asi el comporta.miento de los sistemas paralelos. La inclusion de nuevas 
operadores (el de paralelismo 11, el de secuencialidad o, el de elecci6n no de
terminista + y e) de replicaci6n !) y Ia introducci6n de nuevoa conceptos (en 
particular, el concept.o de tunel) permite a nuestro c&lculo expresar con fa.cili
dad el paralelismo. 

Palabras clave: Paralelismo, Extensiones del ~-cllculo, Algebras de Procesos, 
Programa.ci6n Funciona.l. 

1 Introducci6n 
A principios de los afios lreinta, Church construy6 el >.-calculo Libre de tipos (7] . Los 
fund adores del >.-cakulo [1] y Ia teoria de la logica combinatoria (8,9] (relacionada con 
r 11Le calculo) ten ian dos ideas en mente: desarrollar una teoria general de las funciones 
romputables y extender esta teoria para hacerla servir como un soporte uniforme para 
l11 l6gica y una parte de las m atematicas. Sin embargo, el descubrirniento de distintas 
p11radojas (Kleene y Rosser [14) demostraron que el sistema original de Church era 
lnconsistente) hizo que no tuviera exito. A pesar de ello, una parte importante de 
l11 teoria ba resultado relevante como base para la teoria de la computaci6n. Gracias 
1\l analisis realizado por Thring [21}, se puede afirmar que, a pesar de que su sin
tn.xis es muy s imple, el A-calculo es lo suficientemente potente para desccibir todas 
ltlS funciones computables. La eomputaci6n que captura el >.-calculo, como mostr6 
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